INVOCATION: We Give Praise and Thanks to The Cosmic Christ Within each of Us, that
Now is Always and, in All Ways, Enfolding Us in God Life. We Give Praise and Gratitude
for the ‘I AM’ Presence Majesty and Power that Commands Our Obedience to the
Cosmic Laws of all that is of the Inner and Outer World of the Service to Earth,
Humanity, The Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host. We Give Praise and Thanks for the
Power of Divine Love that Governs Us and Consumes all unlike God Itself. We Give
Praise and Thanks that ‘I AM’, a Great Jewel Within the Heart of God, the Lamp of
Illumination Lighted by the Eternal Cosmic Sacred White Fire Light within Us which is
Ours to Hold Eternally for All. We Give Praise and Thanks to Know ‘I AM’ the Chalice,
the Crystal Cup, holding within Us, Within and Without the Pure Radiance of Freedom’s
Robes, Abundance, Peace, Health, Prosperity, and Illumination of All Those Who dwell
within Thy Mighty ‘I AM’ Embrace. May All the World Feel Thy Radiance and Be Blessed
by It. Peace! Peace! Peace! And on Earth Goodwill and God’s Will, Be to All God Life.
Beloved Hearts of this EGA ENACA Council, the time has come for the unAscended Dear
Souls of the Sun Of Even Pressure Council to return to the Directors of the Karmic Board,
to present Our Authentic, Genuine and Qualified Appeal for You All to look once again
at the possibilities of having all 6 Petitions Granted before We set out to have them
fulfilled in Accordance to Cosmic Law! Beloved Lady Portia, We are so Grateful to you
for the decline of the last Petitions, for this repulsion/rejection of sorts, has offered all
of us here within the SOEPC another Opportunity to go deeper within ourselves, to find
both the Higher Truth of Our Individualized Expressions of this New Living Group
Organism, as set out within the Elemental Grace Alliance Divine Plan.
To All Masters and God Intelligences Who have been Present during the whole of the
Petition Discourses, it is not surprizing that things for the SOEPC Members have not all
been plain sailing, if I may use this terminology. Our present Cosmic Profile for Libra
and the previous one for Virgo, has without doubt, set some major challenges before
each of us here in the SOEPC. Therefore, the response herein, cannot be shared as a
Group Activity, for only a few came forward to ‘The Call’ to offer their own thoughts,
feelings and Energetic Contribution as to their own Individualized Relationship to the
failure for not receiving the Grants requested, or what can be done to correct this! In
saying that however, it has been noticed that several Dear Souls have indeed come
forward with comments and offers of Love in indirect ways, so We will do Our best to
include such Gifts herein as We present Our Plea, Our REALITY CHECK, after receiving
St Germain’s commentary as We completed the recent St Germain ‘IAMEGA’ Class!
As spokesperson for the Group, We Together as One, will speak with hands on Heart,
that the words presented here are the Qualified Words of the entire SOEPC. We Know

you understand this, but for those who may read this after its completion, it is desired
to find that balance between Openness to Share, while holding onto the Integrity of
Our Inner Desires to be the very best We Can Be, in Our continued search for the Higher
Truth, while walking through the quagmire of human choices and Our New personal
and Greater Impersonal Responsibilities.
A great deal of consideration is being given to this Opportunity, as to how this Appeal
could be fostered, nurtured and evolved to offer All another Opportunity to grow.
However, as this begins to be shared at this very moment, it is presently blowing like a
flag in the wind without any set direction, instead of a flag Be-Coming the Flagpole! So
all that can be done, is to allow the words of this abstraction to find its own
comprehension and form in the concrete mind! May the Angelic Devas of the Cosmic
Sacred White Fire Electronic Light Substance, Fill Our Hearts and Minds in Accordance
to God’s Mighty Breath of Love and Light from the Great Central Sun!
The Goal herein then, is not so much to convince the Directors of the Karmic Board and
Our Sponsors that We are worthy, willing and able of such acceptance of Our
Responsibilities to fulfil All The Obligations of the Decrees, Pledges and Covenants We
have made to Our ‘I AM’ Presence and the EGA, but to somehow convince our own
lower personalities even more, that what We have Declared to the Universe and God,
is what We Holy Desire Within, to Be-Come, and more importantly, ‘MEAN’, in the
Words and Actions We Declare and implement!
We were reminded a few days ago, of what St Germain said in His ‘Discourse 08 of 33,
October 27, 1932’, about Self-Control and Self-Correction.
"Few, even among earnest students, yet understand what a mighty power their faculty
of attention becomes under their controlled use. The sure pathway to the understanding
and use of this conscious power comes through Self-Control. What do I mean by SelfControl? First, the recognition of the ‘I AM’ Intelligence as the only Acting Presence.
Second, that Knowing this, We Know there is no limit to the Power of Its use. Third,
that individuals, having been given ‘free will’ and ‘choice’, do create in the world about
them whatsoever their thought, through their attention, is held firmly upon. The time
has arrived when all must understand that thought and feeling are the only
and Mightiest Creative Power in Life, or, in the Universe. Thus the only way to the
definite use of the Full Power of one’s thought and feeling, which is God in Action, is
through Self-Control, Self-Correction, by which one may quickly reach the attainment,
the understanding whereby he or she may direct and use this Creative Thought-Power
without any limit whatsoever. When sufficient Self-Control is attained, it enables
individuals to hold the thought steady upon a given desire, likened unto the flame of an
acetylene torch held immovable. Thus thought and feeling held upon a given desire
unwaveringly, with the consciousness that it is the ‘I AM’ Presence and Intelligence

thinking, that it is God in Action, then will they understand that they may bring into
visibility, precipitate into visibility, whatsoever they desire."
"When the student once understands that whatsoever, he or she connects him/herself
with, through his or her attention, he or she becomes a part of, to the degree of the
intensity with which the attention is fixed, and will see the importance of keeping that
attention off the seeming destructive angles of human experience, no matter what they
are." End Excerpt
So it is understood, that what we give our attention to, gets our energy, and what gets
our energy we create; albeit, personality or the Impersonality of Our ‘I AM’ Presence.
Our failure to complete any task, that we accept within ourselves, simply will culminate
into manifestation correspondingly, or delay the Holy Desires to be fulfilled, in
accordance to that which we give our attention; not necessarily the Highest potentials
available to us Now! This has been another wake up call, and for that we are Grateful!
We need then, to Re-Ignite the Spirit, to Fan once again the Three Fold Flame of the
Cosmic Christ Love Within Self and Heal All Living Cells, (each person), of this Beloved
Living Organism within this Divine Plan.
Beloved Jesus told us in His ‘Volume 17 - Discourse 01 of 25, July 10, 1950’.
“Through century upon century has the Great Presence of Life constantly reminded
mankind in the outer self that the Cosmic Law of Perfection and Authority is the Law of
Love. And It will never be anything else! You may try to push It aside; you may rebel
and refuse; you may resent and weep all you please, but the Law ever abides in Its
Eternal Command that Love is the Giver and the Gift and the Ruler of all.
“That Great Presence of the Mighty ‘I AM’ in the Great Central Sun has given Its Life into
all outer manifestation which you call the Universe. It continually gives you Its Love
with every Heartbeat; for your Life is the Extension of Its Flame of Love. And your Life
is the only way and means by which you can do anything in the physical octave. And if
you choose to fulfil the Great Divine Plan of the Immortal Love of Cosmic Christ Power
and Action, then it shall be so in outer, physical manifestation. But if you decide to do
just your own will, and that is not always the fulfilment of the Divine Plan, well, how
could Love produce Perfection for you?
“Command the outer self to be contented to fulfil the Great Divine Plan of Cosmic Christ
Love and see for itself whether Happiness abides therein. Love alone, as the Great
Authority of the whole Universe, does not change Its Law for the individual who refuses
to let It through; and that Great Love that creates whole systems of worlds is certainly
powerful enough to change a few problems or conditions in some of mankind. It could
change the problems and conditions of the whole world if mankind really wanted it! But
mankind does not want the Law of Love to change conditions. Mankind are so

determined to have their own way by force, that they have denied the Authority of Love.
And that is very unwise.
“Mastery, My Dear Ones, is the eternally Perfect Use of Power and Wisdom and Love;
and the Great Cosmic Christ Love of which I speak is the Eternal Balance of those three
Activities. So, when you call forth the Great, Immortal Mastery of all in this world by
that Immortal Power of Cosmic Christ Love, then your struggle is over. You do not go on
then from day to day in increasing discord. When the Power surges at your Call, the
Love goes into action. Cosmic Christ Love of such Intensity as to give Life to whole
Systems of Worlds comes to your Assistance then, and goes into outer action, producing
Perfection for you. And that is what I am offering you tonight as I turn your attention to
It and ask you to remember to use Its Power.” End Excerpt
We must therefore prepare ourselves as best we can and continue to do so, to free
humanity and ourselves of personal and mass karma, by using as often as we can the
Sacred, Violet Fire and the Sacred Electronic, White Fire Light of Cosmic Christ Love, to
find Our Freedom to Be the Mighty Victory of All Our Future Activities of Love in Action.
‘I AM’ That ‘I AM’; The Presence Being One with the ‘I AM’ Presence of every Man,
Woman and Child in this World or any other World, Planet or Universe; Being One with
every Life Stream in, on, around and about this World.
‘I AM’, The Great Awareness, as We Live Our Lives in Oneness of the Law of the ‘I AM’
Presence and the Cosmic Law of Divine Truth, Love and Eternal Light, Becoming the
Selfless Love in Action in Service to Humanity, the Earth, Elementals, Devas and Angelic
Host!
We have to be aware that Impersonal Living moves beyond the ego personality needs,
with our attentions every second of every minute, as a requisite to Uphold the
Impersonal Cosmic Laws. We are being called to Surrender All that ‘I AM’ voluntarily
to the Great Will of God, that shall support His Divine Plans of which humanity shall be
given Custodianship to fulfil!
We Embrace and Remember, Life is the only thing any individual in the Universe has
with which to do anything, good or bad; and, therefore, we are Life. We have Earned
the Right to Project in Accordance to Cosmic Law, the Sacred Fire of Life into every
discordant human condition. We have the Cosmic Power of the Sacred Fire by Our Own
Desire, by Our Own Attention, by Our Own Calling! And We Remember that Faith is the
Feeling of Light, Mastery is the use of the Sacred Fire into everything we contact. Our
world is Becoming the World of the Sacred Fire in which only Perfection ‘CAN’ exist.
Dear Hearts, while failure may be deemed the result, there is something taking place
here that lends itself to an even Greater Victory that perhaps was expected. And it is
this that We wish to address now.

Beloved Archangel Micah, within His Discourse to Us ‘Part 1 - The Mapping of
Consciousness - Micah The Great Cosmic Angel, 16th June 2019’, when He Declared His
Greater Desire for Us within the Elemental Grace Alliance to expedite the Creations of
Our Group Gatherings into a physical perspective and potentially within the New
Narayana Joy Living Pyramidal Temples of Light! We have been told several times now,
with quite Direct Instruction from Our Sponsors to start Building these Temples. So we
herewith say that here is one way Greater Love In Action can be achieved as opposed
to the individualized internet connections can provide. This we feel will be one way We
can expand and expedite All future Love in Action Activities! Micah said:
“Now through what took place just two days ago, through a gathering of three
Individuals within the physical Presence of each other, is showing Us within the Higher
Realms, that you indeed are no longer looking through the eyes of your unAscended
States of Consciousness, but through the Hearts of Oneness of the All That Is! I have
been Watching and Listening to all that has taken place within the Elemental Grace
Alliance from the beginning, the one thing that was never clear was how such a Divine
Plan would unfold, not from within a physical Group in one location, but spread out all
over the World.
“This We can see now, if this Plan is to accelerate and magnify, it must soon begin to
find a Greater Unity of Co-Operation, Co-Creation and Co-Participation between its
Members from a place of physicality; either Group Gatherings and/or Radiation
Temples. For it is there when face to face, where the Transmissions of Consciousness
and Love in Action can find a Path of Least Resistance that can be made manifest. It is
one thing for Groups to work with long distances between them, but it is quite another
when they come together away from the old paradigms of human beliefs and everyday
responsibilities. For within these Embraces, a Heightened Interaction of Synergetic
Exchanges can take place. Of course, We make the distinction here of Levels of
Resonances also; The Higher the Resonances, the Higher the Transmissions and
Achievements.
“This event I shall speak of again shortly, but first I wish to broach the subject of how
these ‘New Eyes’ of Yours can begin to Project your New Visions with Greater Capacity
and with a more expanded Level of Resonance and Light Quotient.” End Excerpt.
This very subject matter is felt to be one of the obstacles that we face within the present
structure of the Elemental Grace Alliance. To clarify this then is what shall be addressed
shortly! But meanwhile, as requested by Lady Portia;
“We ask you to return to us after you have given further due diligence to each Petition
individually.”

To do this we must create a New Discourse, so this we shall call Part 1, and we shall
continue tomorrow with Part 2.
We Understand Beloved Ones, that Our Responsibilities are Now Greater than anything
else we have ever held close to Us. So, when we say; “The Gods of the Mountain Ranges
are Now waiting, for We, the unAscended Masters in human forms being on this Earth
and not of this Earth, to bring into bear the necessary Alignments for the True Work to
continue in earnest and create that which we have come here to do.” We Know that We
must make every effort to prove what we ‘MEAN’ when we make Our Pledges and
Covenants and Stand Forth within Our Invocations! That is, to clearly understand that
which begins as an abstraction of an idea, vision or concept, before we project it
through Invocations, Evocations, Decrees or Pledges outwardly into the outer world
based within any form of a concrete mindset!
Until Tomorrow.
BENEDICTION: Out of Thy Pure Presence, we receive now and forever Thy Strength, Thy
Wisdom, Thy Understanding Application of Thy Great and Marvellous Laws, that we
may produce and maintain Thy Perfection in each Life, mind, body, home and world.

